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Today is important for transport companies to monitorize fuel consumption. To perform this task is necessary to have on the car a black box inaccessible to driver. This can be done using a flow transducer coupled to a smart electronic module. The authors designed a volumetric rotational transducer that contains a Hall sensor. The pulses generated by this sensor as well as driving wheels rotation information are used by an electronic module to calculate total fuel consumption.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel consumption is a very important problem for a company activating in the field of constructions or transporting. Small decreases of this parameter can lead to higher profits and better economic efficiency. The first step in order to reduce fuel consumption is to measure properly this quantity; the level of remaining fuel in fuel tank is not a good estimation of consumption because nobody can be sure that the missing fuel in the tank was consumed by the engine or it was a leakage in the fuel circuit or, even worse, the fuel was stolen form the tank. To avoid this incertitude the best way to evaluate fuel consumption is to measure the fuel flow from the injection pump to the engine and compute fuel consumption using this parameter. This paper describes the fuel consumption measurement system and shows some experimental results performed on a hydraulic stand involving flow measurement with this system; the system will be tested on a car as soon as possible.
2. FLOW TRANSDUCER

One of the simplest flow transducers is the hydrometric propeller shown in figure 1. The liquid flow in the pipe generates the rotation of the propeller. The rotational speed of this device increases if the liquid flow increases; also, the number of rotations depends to the volume/mass of the liquid that passed through device and there is a linear dependence between these parameters for a specific geometry of the entire transducer [1]. In order to measure this speed or the number of rotations 2 small magnets on opposite sides of propeller’s spindle are placed and, above them, on the transducer’s frame, one Hall sensor [4] to detect magnet position. The number of pulses at the Hall sensor output divided by 2 is the number of rotations and is proportional (for the transducer used in this application) with liquid volume passed through transducer.

![Fig. 1. Hydrometric propeller flow transducer:](image)

1 – conector; 2 – screw M3x10; 3 – permanent magnet; 4 – cover I; 5 – ring O φ 28x1,8; 6 – body; 7 – rotor; 8 – spindle; 9 – screw M4x12; 10 – linkage; 11 – pastille; 12 – duse; 13 – cover II; 14 – electronic module; 15 – magnetic sensor

This type of flow transducer has several advantages – is very simple, easy to manufacture, good linearity, – but also one disadvantage – there is a small pressure difference between input and output; however, this difference is not critical in this application.
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Block schematics for entire system structure is shown in Figure 2. The fuel is taken from the tank by the injection pump and supplies the engine. The flow transducer is placed after injection pump because there may be a return circuit of fuel from injection pump to tank. There is also a Hall rotation transducer placed on gearbox; this is very useful to detect if the car is moving and to measure the distance passed by the car. In this way it’s possible to know how much fuel was consumed, when, and if the car was moving.

The smart module unit consists of three elements – measurement system.

![Figure 2. Structure of fuel](image)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At this stage of the design the module wasn’t tested on a car but only on a hydraulic stand at Hydraulics and Pneumatics Research Institute. The block schematics of the testing system is shown in figure 3.

The PC can command (via one Digital to Analog data acquisition board) the level of oil flow of hydraulic unit. The TestPoint application ([5], [6]) generates at the output of DAC board a ramp signal that produces a specific level of flow (liquid volume). The reference transducer and the ADC board measure this flow/volume in one minute and pass this data to TestPoint application; in this time the smart module counts the pulses generated by his flow transducer and sends this number to PC via RS232 interface. The TestPoint application plots the point (flow measured by reference transducer, number of pulses from smart module) and then proceeds to next point of ramp signal. There are 100 generated points on the ramp so entire test ends after 100 minutes. The smart module for flow measurement has good linearity and could be used in a real measurement of fuel flow. The graphics obtained are shown in figures 4, 5, 6.
Fig. 3. Electronic module

Fig. 4 Flow to frequency diagram
Fig. 5 Pressure drop to flow diagram

Fig. 6 Calibration diagram
5. CONCLUSIONS

A fuel consumption measuring system can reduce costs in a company that uses many vehicles.

Such a system, with high lustiness and reliability, low dimension, made with not accessible settings, has a big market in Romania and can be very profitable for the producer and also for its user.

This system is now in testing stage at Hydraulics and Pneumatics Research Institute and we hope it will be produced and sold to customers this year.
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The methods of increase of efficiency of microelectronic devices for spectral transformation of signals are shown, at the expense of use of algorithms of fast spectral transformations with active use of pauses between receipt of readout of a researched signal. The structural organization and functionalities of the digital microprocessor NM6403, on the basis of which it is possible to realize algorithms of spectral transformations in different bases of functions is given.

Introduction. The important direction of development of microelectronics is designing and introduction of the special integrated circuits for realization of algorithms
- spectral transformations in different bases of functions;
- algorithms of a digital filtration;
- algorithms of coding - decoding; modulations and demodulations;
- algorithms for formation (synthesis) of signals of the given form;
- algorithms for organization of the interface and standard protocols of the data transfer.
Such integrated circuits make the conducting world companies as Zilog, Texas Instruments, Motorola, Siemens, Analog Devices.

For realization of spectral transformations frequently use the signals processors (SPU) of the Analog Devices company.

Such SPU work on frequencies F=50-100Mhz, have own codes of commands and are not compatible to processors of other firms. At realization of complex (difficult) algorithms with